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Abstract

Random walk graph and Markov chain based models are used heavily in many data and system analysis domains,
including web, bioinformatics, and queuing. These models enable the description and analysis of various behaviors of sto-
chastic systems. If the system being modeled has certain properties, such as if it is irreducible and aperiodic, close form
formulations corresponding to its stationary behavior can be used to analyze its behavior. However, if the system does
not have these properties or if the user is not interested in the stationary behavior, then an iterative approach needs to
be used to determine potential outcomes based on the initial probability distribution inputs to the model. In this paper,
we focus on access-privacy enabled outsourced Markov chain based data analysis applications, where a non-trusted service
provider takes (hidden) user queries that are described in terms of initial state distributions, and evaluates them iteratively
in an oblivious manner. We show that this iterative process can leak information regarding the possible values of the hid-
den input if the server has a priori knowledge about the underlying Markovian process. Hence as opposed to simple obfus-
cation mechanisms, we develop an algorithm based on methodical addition of extra states, which guarantees unbounded
feasible regions for the inputs, thus preventing a malicious host from having an informed guess regarding the inputs. In
particular, we show that if the underlying transition matrix is diagonalizable then we can compute the exact number of
states needed for access-privacy, while if the matrix is non-diagonalizable, then only a lower-bound can be computed.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Motivation and related work

Markovian models are used heavily in many business analysis and scientific application domains, including
web mining and bioinformatics [13,21,27,22]. Web search algorithms, such as HITS [21,27] or PageRank
[39,10], rely on the analysis of the hyper-link structure of the web and use random walk graphs to identify
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relevant pages given a user query. In [13], we used random walk based connectedness analysis to mine implicit
associations between web pages. Such connectedness analysis is now being heavily exploited in other domains,
such as bioinformatics. For example, Gibson et al. [22] use a similar iterative connectedness analysis process
for assigning and propagating weights for clustering categorical data in databases. Other recent uses of such
Markovian analysis include collaborative filtering [9], data quality improvement [42], and trust management
[48].

1.1. Markov chains and stochastic data analysis

A stochastic process is said to be Markovian if the conditional probability distributions of the future states
depend only on the present. A Markov chain is a discrete-time stochastic process which is conditionally inde-
pendent of the past states. A random walk on a graph, GðV ;EÞ, is simply a Markov chain whose state at any
time is described by a vertex of G and the transition probability is distributed equally among all outgoing
edges. The transition probability distribution for a Markov model can be represented as a matrix. The
ði; jÞth element of this matrix, Tij, describes the probability that, given that the current state is i, the process
will be in state j in the next time unit; i.e., T ij ¼ P ðSnowþ1 ¼ jjSnow ¼ iÞ. Given this 1-step transition probability,
the n-step transition probabilities can be computed as the nth power of the transition matrix (Fig. 1).

A common form of questioning in Markovian data analysis involves checking whether repeated applica-
tions of a transition matrix from an initial probability distribution ever satisfies a given predicate. A typical
query is has the following form:

Example 1.1. ‘‘Check if ðT kþ1 � T kÞp 6 � for a given small vector � for some k.’’

If the transition matrix T is irreducible (i.e., each state is accessible from all other states) and aperiodic (i.e.,
for any state si, the greatest common divisor of the set fn P 1jT n

ii > 0g is equal to 1, then in the long run the
Markov chain reaches a unique stationary distribution independent of the initial distribution. In such cases, it
is generally possible to study this stationary distribution. Note that when the number of states is small it is easy
to solve for the stationary distribution. However, when the state space is large, an iterative method (optimized
for quick convergence through appropriate decompositions) has to be used [44]; for example, PageRank relies
on a power iteration method to calculate the dominant eigenvalue (which provides page rank of documents)
[25]. Note also that not all transition matrices have those properties that guaranty stationary behavior. Fur-
thermore, users are not always interested in the stationary state behaviors of the system, but in how quickly a
system converges to the stationary state [46] or, more generally, whether a given condition is true at any
(bounded) future time.

Thus, in many situations, given a 1-step transition function, T, and an initial probability distribution vector
p, finding k such that HðT kpÞ is true involves the computation of the powers of the transition matrix. Given an
initial probability distribution vector p, short of tabulating all possible T ; T 2; . . . matrices, an iterative
approach needs to be used. For instance, if the user wants to check if ðT kþ1 � T kÞp 6 � for � for some k, then
the system needs to evaluate the condition sequence ðT � IÞp 6 �, ðT � IÞT p 6 �, ðT � IÞT 2p 6 �, until a suit-
able Tk is found. For example, to identify k where ðT kþ1 � T kÞp 6 �, one can execute the following iterative

program:

while (true){

if (T-I)p 6 � then stop;
else p ¼ Tp;

}
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Fig. 1. A Markov chain and its transition matrix.
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Here I denotes identity matrix. Note that this is a costly operation as it requires repeated matrix multipli-
cations and checking of the conditions at each iteration. Therefore, such iterative data analysis operations are
perfect candidates for being outsourced to powerful third party servers.

1.2. Outsourcing markovian stochastic processes and its privacy implications

For large scale applications, outsourcing data and/or application code to remote servers reduces the over-
head and enhances system availability and scalability. Thus, outsourcing lets an application owner benefit
from resources available in a network of partners to solve complex problems that usually needs a large number
of processing cycles or a large amount of data from different origins. Hence, outsourcing enables compute-
intensive scientific problems and large data analysis problems to be solved rapidly.

A Markovian stochastic analysis application can be outsourced as follows: (1) A compute server hosts the
outsourced Markov chain model, i.e., the transition matrix T, and the iteration condition H; (2) clients with
queries access the compute server with an initial probability distribution p describing the query; (3) the host,
then, evaluates HðT kpÞ and if the iteration stops for some k in a given bound, it sends the result T kp and k back
to the requesting party.

Note that outsourcing can help or damage privacy, depending on how the underlying privacy infrastructure
is implemented. On the one hand, by partitioning the responsibilities of the analysis task into (a) data/statis-
tical process owner, (b) data/process users, and (c) a (possibly independent) third-party data/computation server,
outsourcing can help improve privacy of the users from the statistical process owner (Fig. 2). On the other
hand, outsourcing also introduces new security and privacy challenges:

Although data users may have rights to perform certain operations on the data outsourced by the owner,
they may not have rights to have a copy of the data itself. That is, the remote server has to process the users’
queries on the data owners data, without leaking data to the users.
Similarly, users may not want to leak their queries to the server or even the owner. That is, the server has
the responsibility of processing the queries on the owner’s data, without leaking queries to the data owner.
Furthermore, as a party independent from the data owners and data users, the third party server may itself
be malicious (or, at least untrustworthy). Therefore, without proper techniques to protect data and queries
from the third party server, outsourcing schemes can not be widely applicable.

In short, as a party independent from the data owners and data clients, the third party server may be mali-
cious. Moreover a pair of malicious third party server and data owner can collude against the accesses of the
data users.In general, with their central roles, third party servers are in positions that can hinder access pri-
vacies of the users. Therefore, appropriate methods should be taken to protect sensitive information about
the use of data from potential adversaries, including the data store and the information service provider itself.
This is true, especially for business data and military applications that do not lend themselves well to the risks
involved in outsourcing.
outsourced
databaseInternetdata users

data owners

Server

Fig. 2. Outsourcing of data and data analysis services to third party data stores in a data grid environment. Note that there are three
entities (a) data owners, (b) data users, and (c) third party server, which all need to be protected from each others’ malicious actions.
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Naturally, without proper techniques to protect data and queries, outsourcing schemes cannot be widely
applicable. In their vision paper [2], Aggarwal et al. pointed to the need to develop information infrastructures
that enable individuals to retain control over their information when interacting with organizations. To
address the data- and access-privacy challenges within outsourcing contexts, we are implementing a pri-
vacy-preserving data store, pStore, which provides data- and access-privacy to outsourced data applications
[34]. In our prior work, we focused on data- and access-privacy preserving outsourcing of complex data struc-
tures and XML data [31–34]. In this paper, we focus on the privacy challenges associated with the outsourcing
of Markov chain based data analysis applications in pStore.

1.3. Related work: hiding code and applications from execution environments

Providing end-to-end privacy within a shared data management environment is challenging. Coordinated
and simultaneous deployment of multiple security and privacy provisions and methods such as trust manage-
ment, policy management, authentication, authorization, confidentiality, and private information retrieval are
required.

With the increased popularity of distributed and service oriented systems integration, private data manage-
ment and mining is becoming increasingly critical [2]. To encrypt data before data outsourcing is a common
practice to protect outsourced data from untrusted host server. This leads to encrypted data access research
[24,23,8,11,20]. Agrawal et al. [30,3] introduced the concept of Hippocratic databases where the disclosure of
information by database accesses is prevented. Hacigümüs et al. [23] discussed executing SQL queries on
encrypted data. Bouganim and Pucheral [8] proposed to use assistant hardware such as smart cards to help
with data encryption/decryption when accessing encrypted data. Hore et al. [24] suggested to cluster attribute
values into buckets and use bucket identities as index for range queries over encrypted data. Inspired by the
idea of secret sharing, Brinkman et al. [11] split the XML documents into client part and server part so that
client can recover query result from the partial result returned from the server. Elovici et al. [20] studied how to
encrypt database without altering data structure and transform index into a secure one that would not reveal
data content. Recently, Chung and Özsoyo~glu [16] proposed a tamper-proof database system, where the data-
base is encrypted a priori and both relational algebra queries and aggregate queries can be executed on this
encrypted database. Maheshwari et al. [36] presented an encryption based scheme to maintain sensitive data
on untrusted hosts. In [38], Miklau and Suciu introduced an information-theoretic measure for disclosure and
discuss its use for understanding the degrees of partial disclosures under various data exchange scenarios.

Mining data without revealing sensitive information about data is naturally a challenging problem. Using
privacy preserving data mining schemes [26,17,18], some information on aggregate data may be released for
building mining models, while privacy of individual records is protected. K-anonymity [45] based schemes pro-
vide protection in such a way that a given individual in a database (or her data) cannot be distinguished (or
identified with a unique ID) from at least k � 1 others. Private information retrieval (PIR) [14] is a related
scheme where a client can hide from an untrusted host the data item that it retrieves. There has been intensive
study on private information retrieval [15,28,5,43]. However, existing PIR schemes are built on binary data
model that is not easy to apply to real life data model, and suffer from heavy communication and computation
overhead. Some work has been done on selective and authentic untrusted third-party distribution of XML
documents [6,7,19,47,37]. These mostly focus on access control and authentication of document (i.e., query
result) source and content. We have discussed the current techniques available to application hosting services
to tackle some of these challenges in [33]. We developed private data retrieval techniques for data outsourcing
systems in [31,32]. In particular, we focused on providing private access to outsourced data through appropri-
ately encrypted index structures, protecting the data content as well as ensuring access-privacy protection to
the data users. In [34], building on the private information retrieval (PIR) literature, we discussed how to build
an efficient, single server, data store (pStore) which protects data accesses from statistical traffic analysis
attacks.

A related approach to providing privacy to outsourced application/data from a malicious execution envi-
ronment is referred to as code hiding. Sander and Tschudin [40] proposed that mobile code can be executed by
hosts in an encrypted form so that function is hidden from adversary and nobody except code owner can mod-
ify the program in goal-oriented way. The scheme they proposed is suitable for evaluating polynomial and
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relational functions. Lee et al. [29] proposed a hybrid approach to implement this protocol. This approach
mixes a function composition technique and a homomorphic encryption scheme. In [1], a technique for letting
a host compute its own function with client’s encrypted data so that no information about input data is leaked
to the hostile host was proposed. Sander and Tschudin [41] considered computing with encrypted input and
stated that algebraic homomorphic one-way trapdoor functions allow not only non-interactive computing
with encrypted data, but also non-interactive computing with encrypted function for evaluation of polynomi-
als. In [4], we introduced an encryption scheme for preserving access-privacy and content-privacy of outsour-
ced linear algebraic programs with conditions and loops.

1.4. Contributions of this paper

Unlike the related work on encrypted databases, private information retrieval, and privacy-preserving data
mining, in this paper, we focus on access-privacy enabled Markov chain based data analysis computations,
where a powerful but non-trusted computation node takes (a) the description of the Markovian process from
a data owner and (b) hidden queries from the clients, and executes the queries in an oblivious manner.

As discussed in the next section, we consider a scenario where the matrices of the Markov chain process are
encrypted by the owner before they are delivered to the server, using an encryption scheme, such as [4]. Nat-
urally, queries are also encrypted in a complementary manner before they are sent to the server for execution.
We show that, even when both the matrices of the Markov chain and queries are encrypted beforehand, if the
server has a priori knowledge regarding the underlying Markovian process, the iterative evaluation can leak
information regarding the feasible values of the input queries, thus leaking user accesses to the server. There-
fore, in Section 3, to hide input queries, we develop an algorithm based on methodical addition of extra states
to the Markovian process and input queries. We show that, as opposed to simple obfuscation mechanisms,
methodical addition of extra states, as proposed in this paper, guarantees unbounded feasible regions for
the input vectors, thus preventing the server from learning about the user queries. In particular, we build
on our preliminary work [35] and show that when transition matrices are diagonalizable, we can compute
the exact number of states needed for privacy, while if the matrix is non-diagonalizable, then only a lower-
bound can be computed.
2. Access-private markov chain evaluation

In this paper, by access-privacy, we mean hiding of the initial probability distributions provided by the cli-
ents to the third party outsourcing server. In particular, in the rest of the paper, without loss of generality, we
will consider the following basic iterative Markov chain based data analysis process:

while(true){

if M c p 6 � then stop

else p ¼ M tp.
}

Here Mc denotes a condition matrix for iteration, Mt denotes the 1-step transition matrix, and p denotes the
input. In Example 1.1, the condition matrix, Mc, was equal to ðT � IÞ and the transition matrix, Mt, was T.

To protect its data (i.e., the transition matrix Mt, condition matrix Mc), the application owner needs to
encrypt Mt and Mc before they are sent to the data store. Naturally, if Mt, Mc are encrypted before they
are sent to the remote server, then the user queries (i.e, p) should also be encrypted in a compatible manner
so that the server can execute the encrypted query on the encrypted data, without having to decrypt the data.
In [4], we introduced an encryption scheme for execution of encrypted linear algebraic programs (on matrices)
with conditions and loops. In this framework,

(i) the data owner would hide its data with its own key, before outsourcing it to the data store (M tH
, M cH

instead of Mt, Mc) and
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(ii) each data user would modify its query correspondingly, using the keys provided by the sources, and send
the hidden query (pH) to the server for execution.

(iii) at this stage, the server has the following hidden program:

while(true){
ifðM cH

pH 6 �Þ then stop

else pH ¼ M tH
pH;

}
where M cH

, M tH
, and pH are all encrypted. The server would execute the hidden request/query over the

encrypted data provided by the data owner and pass the hidden result to the client,
(iv) the client will then decrypt the output.

We omit the details of the encryption and encrypted domain processing techniques presented in [4]. On the
other hand, we note that even if we encrypt the above Markov chain process (using [4] or any other scheme), a

fundamental crib (or weakness) is that for correct execution of the program, if-statements need to be evaluated to

true or false with results of the condition evaluations being in the open. Thus, even when the input vectors, tran-
sition matrices, and conditions themselves are encrypted, the host will see the result of condition evaluations
and this can be used to attack to learn the input values. This, along with the fact that existing encryption
schemes for Mc and Mt are weak for iteration (they leak eigenvalues of the matrices [4]) especially for sparse
matrices, enables the following attack by a malicious server.

2.1. Attack by iteration

Let us consider the following iterative data analysis process and its encrypted version:

while(true){

ifðM cp 6 �Þ then stop

else p ¼ M tp;
}
while(true){
ifðM cH

pH 6 �Þ then stop

else pH ¼ M tH
pH;

}

Note that, whatever hiding scheme is used to hide Mc, Mt, and p into M cH
, M tH

, and pH, for the host to
create a correct execution flow, the execution of the hidden condition McH

pH 6 � has to match the evaluation
of the original condition M cp 6 �. This means that, if the host knows has a priori knowledge regarding the
actual condition matrix, Mc, and the transition matrix, Mt, then by repeating this if-statement multiple times,
it can gather information about the region where all possible values of input vector p lie (we call this the fea-

sible region of p). In particular, the attacker can evaluate the following sequence of conditions:
fM cH
ðpHÞ 6 �; M cH

ðM tH
pHÞ 6 �; . . . ; ; M cH

ðMj
tH

pHÞ 6 �; . . .g
which is equivalent to:
fM cðpÞ 6 �; M cðM tpÞ 6 �; . . . ; M cH
ðMj

tpÞ 6 �; . . .g

and observe the outcomes. Let us assume that this sequence of conditions evaluates to
ftrue; false; true; false; false; . . .g:

By observing these truth/falsehood values, the host may derive a region where all possible values of p may lie.
Fig. 3 depicts the process that the attacker can use for this purpose. In this example, without a loss of gener-
ality, p is assumed to be a two dimensional vector and Mc is a 1 · 2 condition matrix, i.e., Mc denotes a single
linear condition with elements of p. Fig. 3a shows the line M cp ¼ � which divides this plane into two regions: in
the region above the line, the evaluation of M cp 6 � is false, in the region below, the evaluation is true. Since
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Fig. 3. Attack example: derivation of feasible region of p through repeated evaluation of the condition.
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the host knows that the evaluation result is true, the host knows that the feasible region of p is below this line.
Fig. 3b, then, shows that by repeating this process, the host can confine the set of feasible values of p to a
narrower region: using the second result and the fact that in the region above the line M c �M tp ¼ �, the eval-
uation of M c �M tp 6 � is false, and in the area below the line, the evaluation is true, the host learns that the
feasible region of p should be above this line. Similarly, Figs. 3c–f show that the host can progressively con-
strain the feasible region into increasingly smaller ones, gaining more knowledge of the input vector. Since the
derivation of feasible region is through repeated evaluation of the conditions, we call this attack condition eval-

uation attack.
Since the feasible region of a hidden input vector includes the possible values the input can take, the larger

the feasible region of the hidden input vector is, the harder it is for the malicious server to discover the input.
Hence the degree of access-privacy can be measured by the volume of the feasible region. On the other hand,
when the feasible region is unbounded (i.e., it is of infinite volume), the number of free (unbounded) dimensions

of the feasible region measures the degree of access-privacy of the system.

2.2. Solution: systematic enlargement of the feasible regions of the input vectors

One way to prevent the host from learning the feasible region of the input vectors is to add extra dimensions
into p and correspondingly enlarge transition matrices and conditions. Fig. 4 informally shows how the expan-
sion of feasible region of p might help in hiding p. In this figure, p is the original input vector. Fig. 4a shows
the situation where the host used the condition evaluation attack to bound the possible values of p into a small
triangular region. Fig. 4b, on the other hand, shows the situation after the addition of an extra variable (rep-
resented by extra_dim) to expand p into a three-dimensional vector, pexpanded. As shown by Fig. 4b, with the
extra dimension, the owner increases the size (volume) of the set of all possible values of p that the server can
derive from repeated evaluation of if-statement, hence guarantees that the feasible region of pexpanded is larger
than the feasible region of p, which makes it harder for the host to guess the original input. In fact, if we could
ensure that the feasible region of pexpanded is not only larger but is unbounded, then the feasible region will
become infinite.

Adding dummy dimensions (states) to enlarge feasible region involves expanding the transition and condi-
tion matrices correspondingly. This increases the storage cost for the matrices and introduces a performance
penalty for the server. For instance, if the original number of states of the Markovian process is N, since the
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rows and columns of the transition matrix correspond to the states of the Markov chain, introducing one
dummy state will increase the storage cost for the transition matrix by ðN þ 1Þ2 � N 2 ¼ 2N þ 1 ¼ OðNÞ. Since
both condition evaluation and state transition calculation involve multiplying a N2 matrix with a vector of size
N, the computation cost for condition evaluation or state transition will increase by ðN þ 1Þ2 � N 2 ¼ OðNÞ.
Thus, since the expansion process involves both storage and computation overheads, it is essential to choose
the new states and expand the transition and condition matrices carefully so as to maximize the feasible region
with minimal cost.

3. Enlargement of the feasible regions of the input vectors

Increasing the number of dimensions of the input vector (and the transition matrices) such that the feasible
region is larger is not trivial. Intuitively, each new dimension of the input vector corresponds to a new state in
the Markov chain. However, the expanded Markov chain has to have the same semantics as the original one.
Therefore, if a dummy state is added without properly connecting it with the remainder of the original states,
then the only value (initial probability) it can take will be 0. Such an extra state will not increase the feasible
region of the inputs. On the other hand, once a new state is connected to the rest of the original states, then
transition probabilities has to be modified to maintain the original semantics of the Markov chain.

Furthermore, it should not be trivial for the attacker to identify which are the new dimensions and which
are the old ones. Therefore, dimensions can not be added blindly. In this section, we present a method to sys-
tematically add new dimensions (or states) to prevent the host from using the condition evaluation attack to
learn the feasible region of the inputs. In effect, given

while(true){

ifðM cp 6 �Þ then stop

else p ¼ M tp;
}

we expand the original matrix, the condition matrix, and the input vector such that

while(true){

ifðM exp

c pexp
6 �Þ then stop

else pexp ¼ M exp
t pexp;

}

These expanded matrices can then be hidden using an encryption scheme, such as [4], before sending to the
remote server. In this section, we will first describe how to methodically increase the degrees of freedom of the
input vectors for diagonalizable transition matrices. Note that, this is a limiting assumption. However, Mar-
kov chains with certain important properties, such as irreducible, aperiodic, and reversible Markov chains [46]
and certain random walks on the set of chambers of a real hyperplane arrangement that are often used as shuf-
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fling schemes in computer science, biology, or card games, fall within this category [12]. In Section 3.2, we
relax this assumption and discuss how to increase the degrees of freedom of the inputs for non-diagonalizable
transition matrices. We then present in Section 3.3 a feasible region enlargement algorithm built on these
results.

3.1. Degrees of freedom of the input vectors for diagonalizable transition matrices

Let us consider an iterative Markov chain evaluation process, where p is an l-dimension vector, Mt is an
l� l matrix, and Mc is an n� l matrix. Let us further assume that the matrix Mt is diagonalizable and
Mt’s eigenvalues are k1; k2; . . . ; kl. We can then rewrite Mt as PKP�1, where P is an invertible matrix and K
is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements being eigenvalues ðk1; k2; . . . ; klÞ of Mt. In other words,
K ¼ diagðk1; k2; . . . ; klÞ. From this the following theorem follows:

Theorem 3.1 (Dimensions of the feasible region). If the diagonalizable transition matrix, Mt, has s ðs 6 lÞ
distinct eigenvalues, then it follows that if the host knows the transition matrix, Mt, and condition matrix, Mc,

then the feasible region of p, which the host can learn, has at least l� s� nþ 1-dimensions. In other words, if Mt

is access-privacy preserving, then l� s� nþ 1 > 0.

Proof 3.1. The feasible region of p the host gets from the evaluation of the condition sequence
fM cp 6 �;M c �M tp 6 �;M c �M2

t p 6 �;M c �M3
t p 6 �; . . . ;M c �Mj

tp 6 �; . . .g, is at least one-dimension lar-
ger than the dimension of the feasible region of the following sequence of equations:
fM cp ¼ �;M c �M tp ¼ �;M c �M2

t p ¼ �;M c �M3
t p ¼ �; . . . ;M c �Mj

tp ¼ �; . . .g. If we also consider that
M t ¼ P � K� P�1, we can rewrite the above equations as fM cP � P�1p ¼ �;M c � P � K� P�1p ¼ �;M c�
P � K2 � P�1p ¼ �;M c � P � K3 � P�1p ¼ �; . . . ;M c � P � Kj � P�1p ¼ �; . . .g.

Since M c ¼ ½mi;j� is an n� l matrix and P ¼ ½pi;j� is an l� l matrix, A ¼ M c � P ¼ ½ai;j� is an n� l matrix. If
we let y ¼ P�1p, then we can transform the above equations into equations of y, where for each j P 0,
A� Kj � y ¼ �. Let us consider 0 6 j 6 k, for some arbitrarily large k. This sequence of equations leads to a
system of equations where,
ðA� A� . . .� AÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
kþ1 As

�

I

K1

. . .

Kk

2
6664

3
7775� y ¼ Y � y ¼ �: ð1Þ
Here, � denotes the direct sum operation which results in a large matrix, where As are at the diagonals and
where the rest of the entries are all 0s.

Given this system of equations, if we define matrices V, Y1, and Y2, as in Fig. 5, then, we get the equality
(subject to variations in row-orders) Y � Y 1 � Y 2. Therefore, the number of the dimensions of the feasible
region of y (if not empty) is l� rankðY Þ. We also know that rankðY Þ 6 minðrankðY 1Þ; rankðY 2ÞÞ,
rankðY 1Þ ¼ n� rankðV Þ,and for matrix V, if Mt has sðs 6 lÞ distinct eigenvalues, then rankðV Þ ¼ s, thus
we get that rankðY Þ 6 n� s.

So, the number of the dimensions of the feasible region of y we get from linear equations is at least
l� n� s. Note that, since P is an invertible matrix, the dimension of the feasible region of y is the same as the
dimension of feasible region of p. Hence, we can conclude that the dimension of feasible region of p host can
get from evaluation of the condition sequence is at least l� n� sþ 1. h

In Section 3.3, we discuss how we can leverage this theorem to design an algorithm to hide the input from
an attacker.
3.2. Degrees of freedom of the input vectors for non-diagonalizable transition matrices

Let us consider the same iterative Markov chain evaluation process, where p is an l-dimensional input vec-
tor, Mt is an l� l non-diagonalizable transition matrix, and Mc is an n� l condition matrix. Thus, instead of



Fig. 5. Definitions of V, Y1, and Y2 for Proof 3.1: (a) Matrix V; (b) Matrix Y1; (c) Matrix Y2.
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assuming that we can write M t ¼ PKP�1, where P is an invertible matrix and K is a diagonal matrix with its
diagonal elements being eigenvalues k1; k2; . . . ; kl of Mt, we will rewrite Mt as PJP�1, where P is an invertible
matrix and J is the Jordan canonical form of Mt. In other words, J is an l� l square matrix of the form
diagðJ 1; J 2; . . . ; J sÞ, where each Ji (Jordan block) is a square matrix:
J i ¼

ki 1 0 : 0

0 ki 1 : 0

: : : : :

0 0 0 : ki

2
6664

3
7775:
From this the following theorem follows:

Theorem 3.2 (Dimensions of the feasible region). If Mt has s ðs 6 lÞ Jordan blocks and if Mt is access-privacy

preserving (i.e., results in an unbounded solution space) then l� n� sþ 1� p � n > 0 for some (computable)

p > 0. Despite this lower bound, in general, it is not possible to expand l in such a way that provably limits the

information leakage.

Proof 3.2. As in Proof 3.1 of Theorem 3.1, the feasible region of p the host gets from the evaluation of
fM cp 6 �;M c �M tp 6 �;M c �M2

t p 6 �;M c �M3
t p 6 �; . . . ;M c �Mj

tp 6 �; . . .g, is at least one-dimension lar-
ger than the dimension of the feasible region of the following set of equations: M cp ¼ �;M c�
M tp ¼ �;M c �M2

t p ¼ �; . . . ;M c �Mj
tp ¼ �; . . .. Since M t ¼ P � J � P�1 (where J is the Jordon normal form

of Mt), we can rewrite the above set of equations as fM cP � P�1p ¼ �;M c � P � J � P�1p ¼ �;M c � P�
J 2 � P�1p ¼ �;M c � P � J 3 � P�1p ¼ �; . . . ;M c � P� J j � P�1p ¼ �; . . .g.

Once again, Since M c ¼ ½mi;j� is an n� l matrix and P ¼ ½pi;j� is an l� l matrix, A ¼ M c � P ¼ ½ai;j� is an
n� l matrix. Thus, we can rewrite each of the above equations (where j P 0) as A� Jj � P�1p ¼ �. If we
further let y ¼ P�1p, then we can restate the above sequence in terms of equations of the form
A� J j � y ¼ �; for j P 0:
Given an arbitrarily large k > 0, the above equations lead to
ðA� A� . . .� AÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðkþ1Þ As

�

I

J 1

. . .

J k

2
6664

3
7775� y ¼ Y � y ¼ �; ð2Þ
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where � denotes the direct sum operation, which creates a matrix with As at the diagonal. The difficulty with
this system of equations (as opposed to the Proof 3.1, for diagonalizable transition matrices) is that, unlike the
Ki for the case of diagonalizable transition matrices, Ji are not diagonal. We note that J is almost diagonal. In
fact, J can be rewritten as J ¼ Kþ N , where K is diagonal and N is nilpotent. In other words,
J ¼

J 1 0 0 : 0

0 J 2 0 : 0

: : : : :

0 0 0 : J s

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ Kþ N ¼

K1 0 0 : 0

0 K2 0 : 0

: : : : :

0 0 0 : Ks

2
6664

3
7775þ

N 1 0 0 : 0

0 N 2 0 : 0

: : : : :

0 0 0 : Ns

2
6664

3
7775;
where Ki are diagonal matrices with ki at the diagonals and Ni are super-diagonal matrices, with 1s at the
super-diagonal. Note that a nilpotent matrix has the property that, for some p > 0, Np ¼ 0. Furthermore, note
that, due to the specific structures of K and N, the commutativity property, K� N ¼ N � K holds. Thus, for
j P p, we have
J j ¼ ðKþ NÞj ¼
Xj

i¼0

j

i

� �
Kj�i � N i ¼

Xp�1

i¼0

j

i

� �
Kj�i � Ni:
Let us first consider the matrix Jp, which corresponds to the pth iteration:
J p ¼
Xp�1

i¼0

p

i

� �
Kp�i � Ni ¼

Xp�1

i¼0

p

i

� �
Kp�i�1 � N i

 !
� K ¼ Ep � K:
Similarly, for J pþ1, we can see that
J pþ1 ¼
Xp�1

i¼0

p þ 1

i

� �
Kpþ1�i � Ni ¼

Xp�1

i¼0

p þ 1

i

� �
Kp�i�1 � Ni

 !
� K2 ¼ Epþ1 � K2:
Thus, if we focus our attention at the part of the equation set with more than or equal to p iterations of the
transition matrix, Mt, then the corresponding part of the system of Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
ðA� A� . . .� AÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðk�pþ1Þ As

�
J p

. . .

J k

2
64

3
75� y ¼ ð3Þ

ðA� A� . . .� AÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðk�pþ1Þ As

�ðEp � Epþ1 � . . .� EkÞ �

K1

K2

. . .

Kk�pþ1

2
6664

3
7775� y ¼ � ð4Þ
or, equivalently, as
ðBp � Bpþ1 � . . .� BkÞ �

I

K1

. . .

Kk�p

2
6664

3
7775� y ¼ Y � y ¼ �; ð5Þ
where Bj ¼ A� Ej � K. Note that Eq. (5) is similar to Eq. (1) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (for diagonalizable
transition matrices) reported in Section 3.1. However, a major difference is that while the left-most matrix in
Eq. (1) consisted of the direct sum of the same matrix (k þ 1 As), the left-most matrix in Eq. (5) consists of the
direct sum of different matrices (Bp through Bk). Thus, the reasoning we used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to
compute the rank of Y does not apply. Instead, we rewrite Y as
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Y ¼ ðC1 � C2 � . . .� Ck�pþ1 Þ �

Il�l

I l�l

. . .

Il�l

2
6664

3
7775; ð6Þ
where 816j6k�pþ1Cj ¼ Bjþp�1 � Kj�1. Note that each Cj is an n� l matrix and Il�l is an l� l identity matrix. We
can then further rewrite Y (subject to variations in row-orders) as
Y � Y1 � Y2 ¼ ðV1 � V2 � . . .� VnÞ �

I l�l

I l�l

. . .

I l�l

2
664

3
775; ð7Þ
where 816j6nV j is of the form
vj;1;1k
0
1 vj;1;2k

0
2 vj;1;3k

0
3 . . . vj;1;lk

0
l

vj;2;1k
1
1 vj;2;2k

1
2 vj;2;3k

1
3 . . . vj;2;lk

1
l

vj;3;1k
2
1 vj;3;2k

2
2 vj;3;3k

2
3 . . . vj;3;lk

2
l

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

vj;k�pþ1;1k
k�p
1 vj;k�pþ1;2k

k�p
2 vj;k�pþ1;3k

k�p
3 . . . vj;k�pþ1;lk

k�p
l

2
666664

3
777775
ðk�pþ1Þ�l

ð8Þ
Since Y2 consists of l independent columns, rankðY 2Þ ¼ l. Y1 on the other hand consists of the direct sum of V1

through Vn, where each V jð1 6 j 6 nÞ has at least s and at most l distinct eigenvalues (where s 6 l is the num-
ber of distinct eigenvalues of Mt). Thus n� s 6 rankðY 1Þ 6 n� l.

We know that rankðY Þ 6 minðrankðY 1Þ; rankðY 2ÞÞ. Thus, in the best case, rankðY Þ will be as small as n� s.
In that case, the dimensions of the feasible region of y we get from Eq. (5) would be at least ðl� n� sÞ. On the
other hand, the original system of Eq. (2) has p � n more rows (i.e., contains p � n more constraints) than the
system of Eq. (5). The reduction in the number of degrees of freedom caused by p � n rows can be at most
p � n. Thus, since the dimension of the feasible region of y is the same as the dimension of feasible region of p,
we can conclude that the feasible region of p, which the host can learn, has at least ðl� s� nþ 1� p � nÞ
dimensions.

On the other hand, although there is a possibility that rankðY Þ will be as small as n� s, without prior
knowledge regarding the structure of Vj matrices, we can conclude (by any certainty) only that rankðY Þ 6 l.
Thus, the dimensions of the feasible region of y we get from Eq. (5) will be at least ðl� lÞ ¼ 0, not ðl� n� sÞ.
Thus, we can conclude that (in the general case) the feasible region of p, which the host can learn, has
ð1� p � nÞ 6 0 dimensions. h

This result illustrates the difficulty in handling non-diagonalizable matrices: in the general case (without
prior knowledge of Vj matrices) it is not possible to expand l, by systematically enlarging the solution space,
in such a way that will limit the information leakage. However, it also provides a best-case scenario which
enables us to derive a lower bound on the number of dimensions to be added to possibly render the feasible
region unbounded.
3.3. Feasible region enlargement for access-privacy

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 not only provide mechanisms to quantify the degrees of freedom associated with the
input vectors, but they also point to the fact that the greater number, s, of distinct eigenvalues Mt has relative
to its dimensions, l, the smaller number of dimensions the feasible region of p has. Hence, the easier it will be
for a malicious host to find the value of the input data. In the extreme case, if the number of computed dimen-
sions is less than or equal to 0, the feasible region may be bounded at all dimensions. This suggests a system-
atic way to add extra dimensions.

Insight 1 unbounding the feasible region: If we can transform matrix Mt into M exp
t , such that the correspond-

ing lexp > l, while s stays the same, this will increase the degrees of freedom, rendering possibly unbounded
dimensions. Thus the feasible region host can observe is not only enlarged, but made unbounded.
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The algorithm to add extra states into a Markovian data analysis program to enlarge the feasible regions of
the input data (which a malicious host may observe through an iteration attack) is presented in Fig. 6. In this
section, we explain the various steps of the algorithm through a detailed example. It is important to highlight
that the expanded transition matrix is technically not a Markov chain. In particular, the transition probabil-
ities as well as state probabilities can take values outside of the ½0; 1� range, including negative values. How-
ever, behaviorally, the expanded matrix is identical to the original transition matrix.

Example 3.1. Let us be given the following program:

while (true){

if(� 2

3
xþ 2

3
y 6 �1 and 2

3
x� 2

3
y 6 �2) then

stop

else

x

y

� �
¼

1=3 2=3

2=3 1=3

� �
x

y

� �
;

}

(Step i) In this program

the initial distribution is p ¼ ½xy�T,

the transition matrix is M t ¼
1=3 2=3
2=3 1=3

� �
,

the condition matrix is M c ¼
�2=3 2=3
2=3 �2=3

� �
,

the bound is given as � ¼ �1 �2½ �T.

Thus, in this example we have l ¼ 2, s ¼ 2, and n ¼ 2. Also, the transition matrix in this program is
diagonalizable and its two eigenvalues are �1/3 and 1:
M t ¼ P �
1 0

0 �1=3

� �
� P�1:
Thus, in this example, l� s� nþ 1 is equal to 2� 2� 2þ 1 ¼ �1. Since this value is less than 0, the feasible
region of the input might be bounded.
Fig. 6. Access-privacy preserving transformation of Markovian data analysis programs.
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(Step ii) To render the feasible region unbounded, we need to add at least 2 new states. To simplify the
example, here we will only show how to expand the matrix by the addition of (only) one new state. The
expansion by two or more states is similar.

(Step iii) We can use different transformations in this step. In this example, we use the following
transformation for mapping the states, x and y, of the original matrix to the expanded states, x, y, and z,
x0 ¼ a1xþ b1y þ c1;

y0 ¼ a2xþ b2y þ c2;

z0 ¼ a3xþ b3y þ c3:
Note that, to ensure that one can recover the original vector from the expanded vector and the above transfor-
mation, this transformation needs to be invertible. Furthermore, the transformation between the original input
vector and the expanded vector should also be always valid before and after each iteration step. Thus, if we use
M 0

t ðM tÞ to denote the expanded(original) transition matrix, t0ij ðtijÞ to denote elements in M 0
t ðM tÞ, and variables

with subscript + (�) to denote the corresponding variable after (before) iteration, then for this example, we get
x0þ ¼ t011x0� þ t012y0� þ t013z0�

¼ t011ða1x� þ b1y� þ c1Þ þ t012ða2x� þ b2y� þ c2Þ þ t013ða3x� þ b3y� þ c3Þ
¼ ða1t011 þ a2t012 þ a3t013Þx� þ ðb1t011 þ b2t012 þ b3t013Þy� þ ðc1t011 þ c2t012 þ c3t013Þ;

y0þ ¼ ða1t021 þ a2t022 þ a3t023Þx� þ ðb1t021 þ b2t022 þ b3t023Þy� þ ðc1t021 þ c2t022 þ c3t023Þ;
z0þ ¼ ða1t031 þ a2t032 þ a3t033Þx� þ ðb1t031 þ b2t032 þ b3t033Þy� þ ðc1t031 þ c2t032 þ c3t033Þ:
Furthermore, also considering that we have
x0þ ¼ a1xþ þ b1yþ þ c1

¼ a1ðt11x� þ t12y�Þ þ b1ðt21x� þ t22y�Þ þ c1

¼ ða1t11 þ b1t21Þx� þ ða1t12 þ b1t22Þy� þ c1;
y0þ ¼ ða2t11 þ b2t21Þx� þ ða2t12 þ b2t22Þy� þ c2;
z0þ ¼ ða3t11 þ b3t21Þx� þ ða3t12 þ b3t22Þy� þ c3;
we need to solve the following set of equations:
a1t011 þ a2t012 þ a3t013 ¼ a1t11 þ b1t21 ¼
1

3
a1 þ

2

3
b1;

b1t011 þ b2t012 þ b3t013 ¼ a1t12 þ b1t22 ¼
2

3
a1 þ

1

3
b1;

c1t011 þ c2t012 þ c3t013 ¼ c1;

a1t021 þ a2t022 þ a3t023 ¼ a2t11 þ b2t21 ¼
1

3
a2 þ

2

3
b2;

b1t021 þ b2t022 þ b3t023 ¼ a2t12 þ b2t22 ¼
2

3
a2 þ

1

3
b2;

c1t021 þ c2t022 þ c3t023 ¼ c2;

a1t031 þ a2t032 þ a3t033 ¼ a3t11 þ b3t21 ¼
1

3
a3 þ

2

3
b3;

b1t031 þ b2t032 þ b3t033 ¼ a3t12 þ b3t22 ¼
2

3
a3 þ

1

3
b3;

c1t031 þ c2t032 þ c3t033 ¼ c3:

ð9Þ
Straightforward algebraic manipulation of these equations leads to two constraints,
c2 ¼
a2 þ b2

a1 þ b1

c1 and c3 ¼
a3 þ b3

a1 þ b1

c1:
Hence in this step, we need to select a random invertible transformation, such that c1, c2, c3 satisfy these two
constraints.

For this example, let us suppose that at the end of this step, we choose the following transformation (which
satisfy the required constraints) to map the input vector from the original two-dimensions to the extended
three-dimensions:



2/3

S1 S2

2/3

1/3 1/3

—47/33
S1 S2

S3

49/33

10/11

—8/11

8/11
50/33 12/11

—20/11

3/11

Fig. 7. (a) The original Markov chain and (b) the state transition graph looks after expansion; note that after expansion the stochastic
process is not technically a Markov chain, due to the negative values (e.g, the value �8

11
that is associated with edge (s1, s2)) or larger than 1

values (e.g., the value 50
33

that is associated with edge (s3, s1)) that are not within [0,1] range of transition probabilities; however the graph is
suitable for processing the query.
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x0 ¼ xþ y þ 2;

y0 ¼ 2xþ y þ 3;

z0 ¼ 3xþ 2y þ 5:
(Step iv (a)) In order to enlarge the feasible regions of the variables, we need to pick redundant eigenvalues
from the original ones, �1/3 or 1. For this example, suppose we choose �1/3 for expansion. One possible cor-
responding expansion of K is
K ¼
�1=3 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 �1=3

2
64

3
75:
(Step iv (b)) Therefore, using this K, the equation set (9), and the fact that M 0
t ¼ PKP�1, we can compute M 0

t

as
M 0
t ¼

3=11 �8=11 8=11

10=11 �47=33 12=11

50=33 �20=11 49=33

2
64

3
75:
(Step iv (c)) Similarly, by utilizing the chosen transformation and the equivalence between expanded
condition matrix and the original one, we can compute a corresponding expanded condition matrix M 0

c

as
M 0
c ¼

18=11 �56=33 4=11

�26=11 188=33 4=11

� �
:

Fig. 7 depicts both the original Markov chain (Fig. 7a) and the transformed expanded stochastic process
(Fig. 7b). Note that, due to the resulting negative (e.g., �8

11
) or larger than 1.0 values (e.g., 50

33
) in the expanded

transition matrix, after the transformation, the resulting process is technically not a Markov chain. However,
the two processes’ transition behaviors are equivalent for the purposes of the evaluation of the given program:
the first one operates on the original input, while the second one operates on the hidden inputs and prevents
leakages by if-statement attacks.

This finishes the example and the description of the proposed scheme for ensuring access-privacy for Mar-
kovian stochastic processes.

4. Conclusion and future work

This paper focuses on access-privacy enabled Markov chain evaluation where a non-trusted service pro-
vider takes hidden user queries, described in terms of initial state distributions, and evaluates them with
the hosted Markov chain model in an oblivious manner. We find that due to the iteration of state transition,
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any possible encryption scheme for such purpose requires self-composability. Hence if the Markov chain
model is known a priori by the non-trusted compute environment, the host can deduce the feasible region
of initial state distributions. To protect user queries from such attack, we develop an algorithm based on
methodical addition of extra dimensions. We show that if the data as well as the Markov chain model are
properly encrypted, then user queries will be protected from compute environments even when the model itself
is publicly known. We note that matrix manipulation is not only used in Markovian data analysis, but also in
the solution of various graph problems. Our future work will involve investigation of data- and access-private
execution and outsourcing of such graph-based applications.
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